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THE NO VELS OF FRANK HERBERT 

The Dragon in the Sea (1956) is Frank Herbert's first published 

novel. It has also appeared under the title of Under Pressure. It is 

set on board a submarine and received good critical praise upon publication. 

Ensign Ramsey, a grown-up Tom Sawyer, has been called to the 

Bureau of Psychology by its head, Dr. Richmond Oberhausen. An expert 
/ 

in electronics and psychology, he is to investigate a device that , 

induces paranoia in submarine personnel. A war has been in progress 

for sixteen years, and the purpose of the submarines, among others, 

is to locate and take oil whenever and wherever possible. John Ramsey 

is the developer of the new emotional-telemetering equipment. 

Immediately, Herbert establishes his themes of L~dividuality, code 
" 

of honor, conflict, and freedom fro~ ~nterference. Ramsey begins his 

assignment and is separated from his wife and children. A. problem he 

will have to content with during his investigatilon is the enemy agents 

kn~~ as sleepers, those indi~uals planted at strategic points to 

act at the proper moment to cause confusion and destruction. He becomes 

aquainted with the crew: Garcia, engineering officer; Harvey Acton 

Sparrow, Commander; Leslie Bonnett, Lieutenant Commander; and the submarine 

itself, named Fenian Ram S188l. Lieutenant Arthur H. Foss is found 

murdered by knife, and Ramsey considers the possibility that Garcia is 

the sleeper on the super submarine. As the plot unfolds, Rams~ and 

others become suspect, and the tension mounts. 

The idea that knowledge in the wrong hands can be deadly is 

interwoven into the thought that knowledge in the right hands which 

don I t understand its use is just as deadly. The womb and birth canal 

symbols are evident as is the motif of fall from grace. The Fenian Ram 

houses a crew of Adams who have fallen from grace, and although each 
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takes a different road, each cannot escape his predestined role, or fate. 

As the struggle continues to reach the oil well site, and as the war rages 

around the submarine, each character contends with his awn personalized 

demons and fears; if salvation comes, it will come through the act of God 

and not by any act of the will of man. In a remark made by Garcia to 

Ramse,y concerning Sparrow, the significance of Herbert's title for his novel 

becomes apparent: "Isaiah, II chapter twenty-seven, verses one and two, Bible. 
/ 

From a religious perspective, and symbolicall1, the dragon in the sea is , 

revealed as the submarine, and the crew is an extension of that dragon. 

Guilt and salvation f+,om it through faith is emphasized; the guilt stems 

in part from the conditions of war and social conditioning to war with 

peace and harmony being the moral opposites of what war offers its victims. 

During a scene between Garcia and Ramsey the thought is expressed that 

psychology becomes a dead, emotio~ess science without conscience when 

there are no religious precepts to guide its actions. 

The oil well site is reached. Sparrow saveJ the life of Garcia 

despite the knowledge Garcia~ the sleeper. Later, in a dialogue with 

Ramsey, .Sparrow talks about society living a schizoid existence and 

discusses how he has compartmentalized his life. The sociological thought 

expressed here is that during the life of an indi vidual living in a 

hightech world -- in order to meet the societal demands of his existence 

he is forced to wear a different mask and a different hat in every social 

situation that demands such, thus reflecting the schizoid nature of his 

society. Garcia dies of radiation exposure, and the threat to the 

Fenian Ram is over; the mission is a success. Ramsey is reunited with 

his wife, Janet; he becomes a reluctant hero for his actions during the 

submarine incidents, and his career wi.th the naval services is assured 

with a probable promotion and new assignment looming in his near future. 
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The Green Brain (1966) is an ecological disaster novel. The world 

has become overpopulated and humankind must protect its food supply 

which means the eradication or all potential crop-eating insects from 

Earth. The planet Earth starts its extermination process, and all of 

the green areas are secured, except for the area in the interior of 

South America. The Brazilian jungle becomes the last target of the 

International Ecological Organization. Herbert points out through 

his novel the necessity of insects to life in Earth's eco~ogy, and 

the need for a hi velike social organization to ensure humankind IS 

/ 

continuity. A study in paradoxical perception, the themes of freedom 

from interference, individuality, code of honor, pre-determination, 

conflict, evolving intelligence, societal engineering at the cost of 
'--' 

indi vidual1ty, and compassion are found ,throughout the novel. In an 

attempt to stop or displace the ext~rmination of insect life on Earth 

by humankind, nature rebels by creating a unique s.ymbiosis between 

human beings and insects. Insects evolve intelhgence to combat humans. 

Antonio Raposo Tavares is--,.an insect-man in the guise of human 

form, aI¥i his interior reveals the swarming world or insects carefully 

orchestrating their efforts to perpetrate his seeming~ real appearance. 

Every unit works in unis.on as greenslaves subservient to the greater 

whole; they must convince the humans to end the insect destruction 

before all life ends on Earth. Caught in a checkpoint, Tavares is gassed 

and must flee to cover before the units die out completely. In a small 

cave, the insect man frees the essential parts, which is the queen and 

her guard cluster, so that the Tavares identity can be saved, reproduced, 

and free t9 disperse again among the unknowing humans. Each encounter 

with humankind is a valuable learning experience for the insects, and 

they learn each lesson well and adapt according~. 
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Dro Rhin Kel.ly, a woman entomologist" and Dr. Travis Huntington 

Chen-Lhu, district director for the International Ecological Organization, 

have shared responsibility for eliminating the insects. Politcal unrest 

and intrigue surface, and plants are beginning to disappear which rely 

on insect pollination while certain bird species are dying because there 

are no insects to eat. During the plot, the father-son relationship between 

Gabriel Martinho and his son, Joao, is examined; rites of initiation, the 
/ 

elder guiding the youth in the ways of living, definition, of role, mind 

gap, and difference o£ opinion are emphasizedo A..t the heart of the hive 

system is the Brain, an evolved insect intelligence designed to guide the 

system and ensure its survival; through the Brain' s genetic manipulation, 

mutations become possible in the hive. Throughout the plot the Brain 
~ 

is observing and studying humans in an effort to better understand their 

ways and needs. As the plot develQps, it rests on the Br~1 s ability 

to convince humankind through meaningful communication that without 
/ 

interaction and accanodation, all life will perish on Earth. 

In the conflict between -±nsect and human, good and evil become 

secondary to code o£ honor;.-code-o£ ~onor will allow for justice and 

equality to exist between the two forces. Communication is made between 

the surn vors and the Brain. The Brain compares life on Earth to a giant 

greehouse in which al1 species are involved members; for the greenhouse 

to survive for all concerned, there must be interdependence, accomodation, 

harmony, balance, and 11 ving time to ensure c ontinui ty and shared 

responsibility for existence. As the Brain is predestined to fulfill 

its role in the greenhouse, so, too, is humankind and all others. 

Destination: Void (1966) carries a cybernetic theme, and the revised 

edi ti on allowed Herbert to make changes which he deemed essential to the 

structure of the novel. It should be noted that this novel contains 

tightly interwoven scientific premises and is technically challenging to 
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the reader; however, Herbert carefully explains the technology involved 

and it does not affect the enjqyment of the plot or characterization 

in a negative fashion. Set on the Earthling Number Five, a space ship, 

the focus is on clones and societal engineering through Project Consciousness 

under the guidance of Morgan Hempstead; the experimentation target is 

Tau Ceti because there is no livable planet there. Characters in this 

well-plotted novel include Raja Lon Flattery, Prudence W~gand, John 
/ 

Bickel, and Gerrill Timberlake. At the heart of this wor~ is the quest 

for definition of consciousness. Each character is predestined to 

live out and function within his or her role, and code of honor becomes the 

guideline for fulfilling one's existence in a morally meaningful manner. 

Nonsymbolized reality and the theme of paradoxical perception 
~ 

interweave throughout the novel until tkl,e survivors are landed safely 

on the fqurth planet of the Tau Cet\i system, which is capable of 

sustaining them. Definition of the situation and its corresponding 

reality is in the hands of the being capable at enforcing that situation-

over ~ other conflicting faetprs; consciousness belongs to whoever 

is capab.le of creating and maintaining its form. Individuality will 

in turn be defined by that concept of consciousness. 

The Heaven Makers (1968) was revised in 1977 ~ Frank Herbert, and 

the revision reflects an expansion of his themes. This novel deals with 

physica1immort ality without a break in the cycle; when there is no 

break, there is boredom. To escape boredom, the Chern must receive outside 

stimulation, and this comes through Fraffin's sensory movies made on Earth 

showing the emotions, feelings, and conflic'03 of earthlings. Kelexel is 

sent by his investigative bureau to discover if Fraffin has disobeyed the 

directives of the Primacy and interferred directly with earthlings; he 

discovers that Fraffin is part of an intricate plot to openly interbreed hmnans 

wi th the Chem. This implies direct interference and cannot be tolerated. 
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The novel presents the activities of the Chem, and the earthlings. Characters 

include Kelexel, Fraffin, Ynvic, Dr. Androcles Thurlow, Clint Mossman, Joe 

Murphey, Ruth Hudson, Nev Hudson, Judge Grimm, Lutt, among others. Each 

character is affected by paradoxical perception as he or she attempts to 

separate reality from illusion in this story concerning code of honor 

and individuality. Outsid-er~. insider is fe.lt by each character in one 

variation or another as the Chems and the earthlings move towards aonfronta.tion. 
/ 

Following a nru.rder committed by Joe Murphey, Dr. Thurlow begins to 
, 

suspect other forces at work, especially after encountering an illusion; 

he seeks answers. Ruth and Nev Hudson confront the Chem; Nev is killed 

in what will appear to be an accident involving a French door in their 

home. Fraffin manipulates Kelexel into tris kidnap action leading to Ruth's 
.... 

sexual seduction by Kelexel. Ruth becomes pregnant; she learns that human 

history was staged and filmed by F~affin, an~ the Cham consider humans as 

pets. Direct interference is illegal for the Chem once the species has 

reached a predestined state of maturity; alth~gh K~lexel dies, Fraffin is 

exposed and contact between the Chem and Earth is opened. Immortali ty 

without code of honor leads to stagnation and moral death, as the Chern discover. 

The Santaroga Barrier (1968) examins evol ving intelligence wi thin 

an isolated utopian-like community in California. Gilbert Dasein, 

psychologist from the University of California at Berkeley, has arrived 

in Santaroga to investigate the cOIrlIlDlIlity and see Jenr:w Sorge. The 

theme of outsider ~. insider is established early, and the Santarogans 

do not want outside interference from arw source; perception of code of 

honor and individuality are woven into the theme of outsider ~. insider. 

After nearly losing his life, Dasein is reunited with Jenny and their 

relationship resumes; despite their emotional attachment to each other, 

Dasein remains an outcast and an outsider. Dasein is confronted with 

paradoxical perception from the time he first enters the valley; nothing 
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is ever what it seems, and his attempts to unravel the mystery become 

more confusing as the truth slips into the misty shadows. Having sampled 

the food produced in the valley by the Jaspers Cooperative, he realizes 

he has been altered; his thinking patterns are shifting and new realities 

are opening up to his consciousness. He is able to sense moods of others 

through a variation of telepathy. FollOwing a series of accidents aimed 

to kill him, Dasein becomes extremely cautious; Jenny eats his poisoned 
/ 

food and nearly dies. Je~ls uncle, Lawrence Piaget, attempts to help 

Dasein, but the communication process breaks down because each man suspects 

the other's intentions; each comes from a different perspective of code of 

honor and individuality. At one point, escape from the cormnuni ty becomes 

Dasein's major goal, and symbolically, i~ is an escape from Eden, but this 

time, it is Able fleeing before he kills'Cain. Dasein discovers that 

the food leads to addiction, and as \a result those who leave the Santaroga 

barrier face an existence of unhappiness and illness 0 Only be returning 
j 

to Santaroga can the person find respite and happiness. Dasein continues 

his investigation and overcomesx~s immediate fears of being murdered; 

during the process, he locates the Jaspers Cooperative cave which he believes 

holds the truth between the shadows of illusion and the light of realityo 

Food from this cave has been infused with a fungusoid coupled with other 

factors; taking this food as nourishment has led to the increased awareness 

of self, consciousness, perception, and memory among the Santarogans. Like 

a Greek pOlis, the Santarogans have a community of individuals, but not a 

collecti vi. ty; wi thin this community, power is controlled whereas in the 

outside it rages in raw, demonic force. Predestined for his role, Dasein 

accepts the shared responsibility of the community and will live wi thin its 

barrier to defend it from outside interference. Santaroga takes care of 

its own, and Dasein and Jenny will marry, living a life of happiness together. 
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Whipping Star (1970) examins alien intelligence. It is the story 

of Jorj X. McKie, saboteur with the Bureau of Sabotage, and his associate, 

Alichino Furuneo, and their encounter with an alien called a Caleban. The 

Caleban' s name is F~ Mae. Alien cultures are represented by the Pan Spechi, 

Chithers, Soborips, Wreaves, Palenki, among others. Code of honor, 

individuality, predestination or role, and paradoxical perception enter 

the structure of the novel immediately as McKie becomes entangled in 
/ 

the workings of these alien cultures. He must comprehend these alien 

intelligences before he can accomodate them. But before he can comprehend them 

he must first master the techniques of communication. In the meantime, 

McKie remains in pursuit of Mliss Abnethe for questioning in the misuse 

of a Caleban. Furuneo discovers that tt:e Caleban can open jumpdoors .into 

the past for an;rone, and during Mckie's-.. absence, he is murdered. The 

Pan Spechi, Cheo, is responsible fOr the murder which is cammit~edto protect 

his interests. Intrigue continues, and Mckie is pushed onward to meet 
/ 

his fate. Mckie I s life is saved many times thr.ough the direct assistance 

of Fanni,e Mae who loves him iIr'a. -Eizarre way involving affinity-awareness. 

The ideIJ.ti ty of Fannie Mae becomes known - Calebans are manifested as stars, 

and if Cheo can destrqy F~Mae then Mckie1s universe will cease to 

exist. Cheo has pride and seeks to destr~ anyone who could displace 

his quest for power; the conflict ends with Mckie winning -- a moral 

victory over evil, and the novel closes with Cheo1s death and Abnethe ' s. 

Mercy and compassion, as shown by Fannie- Mae, are motifs in this novel, 

as is the theme of trust in the salvation of a just God. This novel 

allows Herbert to emphasize the importance ~f communication between 

aliens, and develops the idea of spoken word images as dreams and illusions. 

Words become symbols of reality, and every species creates its own reality 

based on its use of words; one alien reality m~ be an illusion to another 
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and visa versa. Reality is in the eyes of the beholder and whoever is 

powerful enough to control the definition of the situation governing 

that particular reality. 

The Dosadi Experiment (1977) is the sequel to Whipping Star and 

and reunites Jorj X. McKie with the Caleban who calls herself Fannie Mae. 

Fannie Mae is the visible star Thyone; Calebans are either stars of the 

known universe in which we live or manifestations o£ Calebans found in 
/ 

what is termed ConSentient space. Calebans inhabit giant'metal beachballs, 

and through these housing devices offer the use of jumpdoors far interstellar 

tra vel. As a sequel, this novel is much more complex and involved than 

Whipping Star and expands the themes found in the first book. 

A communication trance is now possiJ>le between the Caleban and its 

friend; Mckie shares an intimacy with Fannie Mae that he has never been 

able to share with a human female. \ A Dosadi human female, Keila Jedrik, 

has a keen interest in HcKie which is anything but love and friendship; 
j 

she views him as the key to unlocking the horror that is Dosadi, setting 

free her people to seek vengeance upon those who had imprisoned them. 
~ 

Jedrik, like McKie, has a loyalty to duty and a code of honor she must 

follow. On Dosadi, there are two major species: Dosadi, which is . 

human, and Gowachin, which is not human but frog-like. The Calebans 

refuse to discuss Dosadi, and McKie must investigate it and make & 

report. McKie finds that both humans and Gowachins were tricked into 

going to Dosadi twenty generations ago as part of an experiment in 

association and adaptation, an experiment designed to benefit the ConSentienc.y. 

Resulting overpopulation on Dosadi has created changes that pose a direct 

threat to the ConSentiency; due to this threat, a Caleban has been ordered 

to erect a tempokinetic barrier through which the population can never 

escape. Dosadi was an experiment in societal and behavioral engineering, 

and it has become a world of violence. Even violence breeds a code of 
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honor and individuality. 

On Dosadi, McKie becomes involved in struggle and conflict, and he 

comes to understand Keila Jedrik and her strange world's code of honor. 

They become lovers, and during the tribulations that confront them, they 

go through the process of mind transference and share each other's 

indi vi duality in toto. Fannie 1-1ae offers to save McKie but he refuses, 

realizing the shared responsibility for Dosadi's future is between him 
/ 

and Jedrik. Dosadi is saved at the cost of the ConSentiency honor, 

which was lacking to begin with in reard to having allowed such an 

experiment on a population to take place through legal technicalities. 

In a tense court trial, all the guilty are brought to justice but not 

before Jedrik is murdered; however, her ~nd seeks refuge with the mind 

of McKie, and both are safe inside the McKie body. Their souls touch, 

and together now,. they will continue as one within the McKie body. The 

Dosadi population is freed. Although the characters struggle against 
/ 

their fate, and believe they possess free will and have free choice, 

that, too, is part of the int~ate predestination that carries them 

forward to their perspective fates. 

The outsider va. insider theme dominates this story, and it 

oftentimes leads a character or group into the role of outcast as he 

or they attempt to become insiders. The Dosadi are both. To move 

from outsider to insider is to achieve harmony with the whole while 

retaining a degree of personalized individuality that is accomodated 

by the whole. 

In Frank Herbert's fiction, which is the fiction of conflict, he 

has the technical skill to create characters or groups that meet the 

requirements for being both outcast and outsider. To Herbert there 

is a thin philosophical line separating the outcast from the outsider: 
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Both seek to move inside and achieve unification with a greater desired 

whole and share the harmony of the whole; both are shunned for whatever 

reasons through whatever means; both are considered disruptive influences; 

and, both represent minority views and can be considered deviant in one 

form or another depending upon who controls the definition of the situation. 

The difference is in the degree of shunning: The outcast has more societal 

stigma to overcome than the outsider. From a religious and philosophical 
/ 

perspective, since both the outcast and the Outsider can be perceived 

as having fallen from grace, o~ through salvation from a superior being or 

faith can both may be reunit.ed with the whole; if not, they perish or 

continue as is in their roles which in the final analysis is the outcome 

of predestination or predetermination. This applies equally to a society ..... 

or culture if it is discovered to be the true outcast or outsider; the 

indi vidual or group opposing that Structure then becomes the true 

insider locked out of its rightful position, which indicates the powers 
/ 

of paradoxical perception in full sway. This·concept, or approach, is 

found in one variation or anabh~ throughout Herbert's writing career. 

Predestination principles infuse the conflict with a strict sense of 

morality and code of honor, and whether the outcast or outsider fails 

or succeeds in the quest is apropos. of the overall schenl&if The 

role. has alreaqy been defined and cast, and will proceed as fate decrees. 

But fate demands that the outcast or outsider see the errors of his or 

her ways before conclusion of that being's existence in a construct 

based on universal conflict. 

The Jesus Incident (1979, co-authored with Bill Ransom) examins 

the ecological balance between man, machine, and consciousness. It 

is the story of Raja Flattery, the chaplain/psychiatrist of the Tau 

Ceti expedition, and his role in developing the artificial consciousness 

known as the Ship. Flattery must bring about the creation of a new 
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order of humankind. This new order will partake of the ultimate act 

of evolution which is identified as worShip. A long work, it reinforces 

a simple truth among scholars and readers alike concerning Frank Herbert IS 

storytelling stills: Be it a male or a female or a variation of both, 

that character is alw~s fully explored and realized as a being capable 

of love, hate, mercr,r, compassion, understanding, code of honor, individuality, and 

living a meaningful existence in a universe of conflicto Frank Herbert 
/ 

is one of the few world authors who can create believable characters with , 

consistency and insight. In addition to Flatter,y, other characters in 

this novel include Kerro Panille, Hali Ekel, Morgan Oakes, Jesus Lewis, 

among others. For good to hav~ meaning, evil must be present, and visa 

versa; for every messiah of light there must be a corresponding messiah 

of darkness to offer challenge; for eve~ deed to be done, there must 

be a, code of honor involved and a moral stance must be taken towards 

whatever is preceived as beneficial or good and destructive or bad. These 

and other perspectives surface throughout the Plbt; the intricate themes -

surrounding predestination we~ .. throughout the novel like a spider web, 

touching everything and in particular, the woman Legata Hamill who is one 

of Herbert's most important and memorable characters in this novel of 

conflict, retribution, and destiny. The story carries a theme of ecology, and 

a subtle motif of mysti cism. Weaned from the guidance of the ship, the 

sur vi vors on the planet move forward to fulfill their destiny with the 

knowledge and wisdom they have internalized; the ship departs, moving 

into space with the intent to communicate and to travel the Ox gate. 

The Ox gate is the ship's morality factor, its childhood and eternity. 

Direct Descent (1980) relates the account of a small population 

rema.in1ng on Earth whose sole purpose is to preserve new knowledge and 

broadcast it freely to the entire galaxy; the archivists are trapped by 

an attack force that seeks control of Earth and its archival system. 
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Satiric in nature, the novel looks at the importance of knowledge, 

library as a storage house against ignorance, and the stupidity of 

any government seeking to censor knowledge from its citizens. Knowledge 

is freedom. In this regard, Frank Herbert IS Direct Descent can be 

compared to Ray Bradbury's Fahrenheit 4.51 (19.53) and Aldous Huxley's 

Brave New World (1932) 0 A... secondary theme in the Herbert novel is 

that freedan. entails responsibili tyo The Galactic Library has been 
/ 

kept in operating existence for eight-thousand years; its,current director 

is Caldwell Patterson. Vincent Coogan, Pchak, Toris Sil-Chan, Adam Yoo, 

Tchung, David, Hepzebah, and Hobart of Myrmid are the essential characters 

in the plot, and each respects and represents a particular code of honor. 

Confrontation and conflict carry the ch~acters forward to their destinies, 

and a form of peace is arrived at; accomodation takes place, and again, 

there becomes an uneasy :truce betwe~n knowledge and ignorance. History 

and continuity of remembered history is another theme in the novel, along 
/ -

with the themes of indi,vlduality, freedom from government interference, 

outsider VBo insider, predest1hed role performance, and communication. - ~ --

Shared ltesponsibility between a man and a woman in pursuit of a moral goal 

takes preference Over the. sexual or love interest between the two •. The 

book allows the reader to reflect on how culture views history as a 

tentative guidline for future actions and inte!pretations. 

The Lazarus Effect (1983, co-authored with Bill Ransom) is the 

sequel to The Jesus Incident. (Note on the co-author: Bill Ransom is 

a poet and author of Finding True North, Waving Arms at the Blind, ~ 

Rites, among others.) Set on the sea-world of Pandora centuries after 

the actions presented in The Jesus Incident, the descendants of humankind 

are split into two groups - the Islanders and the Mermen. They must 

reunite because the original possessor of Pandora is returning to life. 
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The patterns of conflict, mysticism, and code of honor are established 

early in the plot. The Islanders float on clone-rafts while Mermen 

occupy the seas; both have human form. ~lhereas the Islanders ("Mutes") 

bend and drift with change, the Mermen ("Merms") resist change and seek 

to regain control of the sea. Reference to the Clone Wars in their past 

is prevalent, and its effect on the current inhabitants of Pandora o 

Major characters in this novel include Duque, Bushka, Gallow, Keel, Joy 
/ 

Marcoe, lion Matts, Carolyn Bluelove, Theodore Carp, Kareen Ale, Twisp, , 

Zent, Nakano, Brett Norton, Scudi Wang, and the kelp. As in The Jesus 

Incident, ecological concerns are the shared responsibility of everyone. 

The kelp has been depleted of consciousness; now, it makes its return 

to reclaim Pandora from the humans. Accomodation is reached after much 

intrigue and. struggle, and. the kelp and h.....umans work together to benefit 

the ecology of Pandora and themselve~. Gallow, revealed ~s the infection 

and aberration on Pandora, is effectively dealt with by the kelp, and 

Vata receives awakening through Avata. Humans hdve learned from their. 

mistakes; conflict is resolved~owing for restoration of harmony, 

balance, C!lld peace. 'Whatever moral stance was adopted and reinforced with 

code of honor, is seen as a reflection of each character's predestination 

as that character fulfills the role which is assigned to him or her. 

Individuality remains intact and is integrated into the whole of society 

on Pandora; this allows the society to function more perfectly for all 

concerned. Communication, compassion, rite of passage, and mercy 

influence the direction code of honor takes, and justice is expressed 

accordingly. Outsiders and insiders become reunited through shared 

responsibili ty and accomodation; and, through mutual understanding, the defination 

of the situation is applied in equal and fair fashion to all Pandorans. 



:,058e1' ne!'bert E.?,nU8cript 

to be added to section titled 1HE !~O VELS 0;- FR..5,.i~.{ E5'.L;JE.t(.1 J L 

l-1an of THo \iorlds (1986 J c o- author ed Hith Brian Herbert) is ,.;e1l-

'",ri tten science fiction co:ncdYj a touch of satire is more t ha n evident 

and thi s nove l should be read purely as entertainment but not t aken 

as a serious work .. A. good Hay to describe t h i s nO',iel would be to 

i dentify it dS an existential tale of manners and !flOreS , ·lIhere £o'rank 

Herbert ' s philosophi cal approach is complimented by ! 'rian Herberf, s 

~rry comic appr oach with both authors sw"itch ing roles and dabbli ng in 

each aFproach to create fine characterizations and imaees . It reflect 

the thi nking of both f ather and son. 'lhe novel deals ,11th the premise 

that all of Earth is the cr<:: at ion of an alien i'10rl d ' S i magination; 

the future of humankind and the aliens rests in t he hands of an 

individual who possesses characteristics , emotions , desires , and 
\ 

attributes of both races . Like ~J the chapters have headings ~ 

such as t he sayings of Raj Doad" Dreen excerpts , Dreen aphorisms J 

aIllong ot hers . 'Ihe novel has an abundance of i ntri guing c..'l-taracters~ 
----.. 

among them are Lutt , RyllJ Phoenicia" Morey, Jongleur, Habiba, 

Weatherbee , O' Hara , Wytee " and Ni shi. The most interesting aspect 

of thi s novel concerns the DreGn mind pOI-rers and h(Y." the Dreens 

can create new matter . Themes of noral stance J outcast , desti~ 

and pr edestination, memory, and fragmatism "are major themes in 

the novel. Han of 'Iwo iorlds is science fiction comedy at its best. 

11## 


